
Counter-Factuals

The St. Lewis defamation action is about a attack on a Black f'eminist law prof'essor. The term

"house negro" is not used in Canadian public life. This unrelenting attack on Professor St. Lewis

erodes all of the civil rights gains of the Black community in Canada.

There has never been a successful defence ofreputation by a person ofcolour in Canada using

tort/defamation law. We stand behind Professor St. Lewis. Her action serves to protect the rights of
all persons of colour to professional dignity without being subjected to personal racist attacks for the

work they do. She is fighting for all students of colour who could find themselves the subject of
similar racist collateral attacks when they enter the workforce.

As law students we are even more distressed by the racist momentum accompanying this case.

Professor St. Lewis has been a national advisor to Black law students across the country for over l8
years. We honoured her with a National Hero Awardin20lZ. We know her in a manner that Hazel

Gashoka does not.

This is not a case of free speech - it is about false speech. Professor St. Lewis DID NOT deny racism

in her 2008 report. In fact, her first recommendation called upon the University and SAC (the

Student Appeal Centre) to immediately conduct an investigation into systemic racism. She supported

SAC in raising this issue on behalf of all students though she strongly condemned their lack of a
proper factual basis for their conclusion.

SAC admitted in 2008 that their report was not "scientific". They took great issue with Professor St.

Lewis's attack on their report. However, they completely supported all of her recommendations, at

that time, as being fully complementary to SAC's own.

Since 2009, there has been a continued failure on the part of SAC and Gashoka to acknowledge that

St. Lewis supported all of the SAC recommendations. They also fail to state that her

recommendations included support for the establishment of an'Ombudsperson and the development

of an anti-discrimination policy for r-rndergraduate students.

The silence on the part of SAC and Gashoka about the St. Lewis report is disturbing:
*SAC has not issued another annual report or report card to the student body since its own sr"rpport of
the St. Lewis recommendations in 2008

'r'Hazel Gashoka did not speak out when a student senator to support Prot'essor St. Lewis's call tbr an

investigation into systernic racism in the academic fiaud process

'r'both SAC and Cashoka were silcnt about the St. Lcrvis recomrnendations until thev cante out in

sLrpport of Denis Rancourt's racist attacks on her reputatioll



Professor St. Lewis submitted her report 5 years ago. Her role is finished. Any concerns about her

report or its implementation should properly be addressed to the University.

The Court has supported Professor St. Lewis's request to test SAC/Gervais for her partisan support of
Denis Rancourt and the impact that may have had on the truthfulness of her statement that Professor

St. Lewis lied in her recollection of a meeting which took place in 2008. To casually assume that

Professor St. Lewis, a law professor and highly-respected member of the legal profession, is lying is

a very serious allegation. Gervais, a graduate of the UofO Civil Law program, is well aware that she

should be backing up her statements in a Courtroom.

The Court clearly did not accept Gervais's suggestion that her Charter rights were being vioiated. In
fact, the Court found that she must pay $6,000.00 as a result of her failed argument. Gervais has

chosen not to Appeal this decision suggesting that she understands the legal weakness of the

arguments she advanced. We hope that SAC/Gervais has not used student monies in this racist attack

on a Black professor. The Court was clearly not persuaded that her actions were in the public or
student interest.

We look forward to the decision of the Court on the issue of the University paying the legal fees of
Professor St. Lewis which has clouded this case. It is expected sometime in March. The leading case

on defamationis Hill v. the Church of Scientology.In that case, Hill a white male Crown Attorney,

had his defamation action funded by public monies. The Supreme Court of Canada was clear that this

was not an issue. We do not see why Professor St. Lewis should receive different treatment as an

employee because she is a Black woman.

The press conference and this continued focus on a report tabled 5 years ago is a shallow attempt to

dress up what is a blatant and unwarranted racist attack. Denis Rancourt's continued actions are

forcing the University to expend funds to advance the equality rights of Professor St. Lewis, one of
the first Black legal academics in the country. This money could be put to better use supporting

student initiatives. The fault for the waste of funds lies with Denis Rancourt's racism.

SAC's and Hazel Gashoka's present actions are in support of racism and we unreservedly condemn

them.


